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ON THE COVER
FRONT: The Moon’s North Pole. This image of the moon’s north polar region was taken by the Lunar
Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera, or LROC. One of the primary scientific objectives of LROC is to identify
regions of permanent shadow and near-permanent illumination. Since the start of the mission, LROC has
acquired thousands of Wide Angle Camera images approaching the north pole. From these images, scientists
produced this mosaic, which is composed of 983 images taken over a one month period during northern
summer. (Source: NASA/GSFC/Arizona State University)
BACK: GRAIL’s Twin Spacecraft fly in Tandem Around the Moon (Artist’s Concept). The Gravity Recovery
and Interior Laboratory (GRAIL) mission utilizes the technique of twin spacecraft flying in formation with a
known altitude above the lunar surface and known separation distance to investigate the gravity field of the
moon in unprecedented detail. The mission also will answer longstanding questions about Earth’s moon,
including a possible inner core, and provide scientists with a better understanding of how Earth and other
rocky planets in the solar system formed. GRAIL is a part of NASA’s Discovery Program. (Source: NASA/
JPL)

6352 Rolling Mill Place, Suite 102
Springfield, VA 22152-2370 USA
Tel: 703-866-0020 Fax: 703-866-3526
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Hope in Troubling Times
As I write this, the federal government, having barely avoided a debt ceiling
default and having had its credit rating downgraded by one of the ratings agencies,
is now awaiting results of the deficit reduction “super-committee” as it plots an
outline for the next decade of the federal budget in an effort to reign in the burgeoning
federal debt. Both President Obama and the Republican Congressional leadership
have staked out positions on long term approaches to fixing the fiscal situation that
come from different perspectives of the nature of the problem and the proper role
of government in American society. In Europe, many of our nation’s closest allies
are struggling with debt and currency issues that threaten the very existence of the
European monetary union while Japan is mired in an economic slump as it struggles to recover from the worst earthquake and
tsunami in generations.
Meanwhile, the space community’s prospects haven’t looked much better. No sooner had the Space Shuttle been retired
(before a crew launch replacement was ready) when the Soyuz capsule used to ferry astronauts to space was grounded due
to the failure of a Progress resupply mission. Furthermore, NASA’s budget was cut by 9% in the House of Representatives,
and in the Senate, subpoenas were being issued for Space Launch System (SLS) decision documents by the Senate Commerce
committee due to frustration that, ten months after its Authorization was signed into law, NASA had still not released the SLS
development plan.
In this time of troubling developments, it was truly heartening on September 14 when NASA Administrator Charles Bolden
was accompanied by Florida Senator Bill Nelson, a Democrat, and Texas Senator Kay Bailey Hutchinson, a Republican, and
a number of other members of the Congress from both Chambers and both parties, to announce the Space Launch System
design approach, with statements of support from the assembled legislators. Not long afterwards, the Society’s Executive
Director, Jim Kirkpatrick, issued a supportive statement welcoming the development, a statement coordinated in advance
through our Board of Directors’ Executive Committee, a diverse group from throughout the space community.
The AAS took this step in recognition of a step forward in developing a vital new capability for human exploration of the
solar system – a new heavy lift launch vehicle. We were mindful that this decision will invariably be criticized by those who
would rather have a different launch vehicle plan or by those who say we cannot afford it in these tough times or by those who
criticize NASA for not having a comprehensive plan for exploration or by those who disagreed with canceling Constellation in
the first place, etc. All of these arguments doubtless have some merit as does the plan that was agreed upon. No solution is
perfect, and no solution could be purely technical. Budgets, politics, and a myriad of other factors come to bear. What is
important is that this plan made it through the gauntlet of stakeholders and offers us an opportunity to move forward. In the
end, exploration as well as politics is the art of the possible.
When I was in high school in the mid-seventies, I cannot recall how many times I heard friends’ parents express the opinion
that I shouldn’t bother to go into aerospace since the Apollo program was over. Today, I wonder how many young people are
hearing the same message after the Space Shuttle’s retirement. The SLS announcement is important if for no other reason
than to give them a rejoinder that there are reasons to be hopeful about the future.
AAS – Advancing All Space

Frank A. Slazer
digaslaze@mac.com
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Exploring for Life in Our Galaxy – A Different
Approach Using an Unmanned Spacecraft
by Eugene F. Lally
Government and NASA malaise over
the past many years in segments of our
space program needs to be overcome.
This must be done by rallying public
interest. Another “Camelot era” as
experienced during the Apollo Program is
the goal. No nobler a scientific mission
toward this goal can be proposed than to
explore for life forms elsewhere in our
galaxy. It may be beneficial to use a
different technical approach than those of
the past fifty years which failed. A
breakthrough unmanned spacecraft
mission, conceived to be accepted as a
national crown jewel, is proposed at a
realistic cost and low technical risk. The
mission is suggested to help us leap over

national problems and recover our
innovative spark. The past century was
the century of physics. This century is
poised to technologically explode by
exploiting biological research. Spacecraft
gathered data will provide the springboard.
Discovering life at any level outside our
solar system will be a monumental
scientific and philosophical event. Such a
first will be another moment of
enlightenment akin to discovering that the
Earth is not flat. Our significance as a
civilization will be better appreciated, and
our scientific perception changed forever.
We spent fifty years flying-by, orbiting
and landing on planets and other bodies in
our solar system using sophisticated

instruments to search for life forms. While
many exciting discoveries were made and
technology advanced, we did not find any
forms of life. We spent the same fifty
years listening to deep space for
intelligently produced radio signals to no
avail. Water has been found on the Moon
and Mars, and presumed on other bodies.
This is encouraging, but has not led to
discovering life. Let’s consider a different
approach. Perhaps we may discover life
elsewhere outside our solar system,
wherein there appears to be none except
on Earth. This will stimulate our space
program, lift national pride and excite new
science research, leading to improvements
in society and the economy.

SETI Institute: Allen Large Array - A large number (42) of small diameter (6 meter) antennas, each of low cost, act as a 300 meter diameter antenna which
would be cost-prohibitive to develop as a single dish. (Source: SETI Institute)
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The Exoplanet Explorer Spacecraft will use infrared spectroscopy to investigate exoplanet atmospheric constituents and search for life forms ranging from
microbial to intelligent. (Source: Eugene F. Lally. Illustrator: Douglas Cali)

Exoplanets are defined as planets
beyond our solar system orbiting other
stars. Thanks to new technologies and
methods, they are being discovered at an
increasing rate. Even with our wildest
optimism, however, it is impractical to
consider sending a manned mission or
unmanned probe to an exoplanet. The
enormous distance and travel time are
solved only in science fiction. We need a
realistic approach to accomplish this
exploration. Passive remote sensing is
proposed to serve that purpose. This is
the science of acquiring information about
distant material objects (in this case
measured in light years of distance)
without coming into contact with them.
Breakthrough scientific information can
be accumulated. That data may be from a
long time in the past due to the time the
data takes to reach us, but it is nevertheless
useful for current research. The method

of transferring information from
exoplanets back to Earth is through
receiving electromagnetic radiation. The
approach proposed will make use of
sensors that detect their spectra,
containing atmospheric constituents from
natural evolutionary and intelligence
generated processes in exoplanet
atmospheres. This will be accomplished
on-demand, rather than searching and
hoping to receive radio signals.
Where do we look, what do we look
for and what do we look with? These
questions are answered here. The clues
selected for detection in the past were to
be radio broadcasts by extraterrestrial
inhabitants. Here, we will broaden the
search to life in all its permutations
including microscopic forms – not just
intelligent forms. All emanations from deep
space exoplanets are contained in what
we understand as the electromagnetic
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spectrum. This spectrum will dictate how
we design our detection strategy, choosing
what to look for and what to look with.
The question of where we look to increase
probability of success is being answered
by current programs discovering Earthlike exoplanets orbiting stars in our galaxy.
Radio Astronomy Search
The radio astronomy approach used by
the Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence
(SETI) program has been operating since
1960, with some interruptions due to lack
of funding. It depends upon intelligent
beings transmitting signals in a portion of
the electromagnetic spectrum that we are
tuned to, with antenna gain and receiver
sensitivity able to detect their signals and
understand their format. With no
information of what distant intelligent
beings use for communication technology,
we chose to search for their radio signals
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and presumed their format to be
compatible to our current technology.
This has yet to be confirmed.
SETI continually increases its capability
to monitor larger volumes of the galaxy,
and to receive and process more
frequencies. This technology expands by
adding more massive data processing and
advanced software to observe multiple
targets and frequencies simultaneously.
This increases the probability of capturing
the Holy Grail of radio astronomy,
detecting intelligence-based signals. It has
been presumed we designed our receiving
strategy to accommodate their technology.
SETI’s specialized algorithms are able to
isolate signals containing intelligenceproduced data out of the cacophony of
random cosmic noise. This breakthrough
technology has not had the opportunity
to perform to its potential, as no signals
have happened by our location in the
galaxy to fit our receiving technology. The
program also performs general radio
astronomy research, continually
improving that state-of-the-art. It may
eventually succeed in detecting intelligent
life. Its lack of results after all this time,
however, suggests that another approach
is needed for more timely and definitive
results, independent of current radio
astronomy technology limitations – and
being unable to guess theirs. Science can
be more productive and exciting.
If an extraterrestrial civilization decided
to contact our location in the galaxy and
increase their transmitted power and
antenna gain, we would need to be ready
to receive their selected frequency and
signal format. The time span to continue
such an extraordinary effort is a major
consideration to increase the probability
of our detecting their radio signal.
After an equipment update in 1974 of
the Arecibo Observatory, Puerto Rico, we
transmitted a technological demonstration
known as the Arecibo Message to a star
cluster 25,000 light years distant. Basic
information about our civilization and
technology were transmitted one time for
three minutes. Any intelligent civilization
in the path of our signal would need their
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antennas pointed toward us and be
prepared for our one-time, three minute
message. This short message was a
demonstration, and not a serious program.
The Arecibo outbound message
transmitted 35 years ago has reached 35
light years distance into the 25,000 light
years distance toward its destination. It
has barely begun its journey.
We first transmitted radio signals
around the year 1900. Those early signals
would have traveled over 110 light years
distance. One half that distance, a sphere
fifty-five light years radius, includes two
thousand stars. One hundred fifty of those
stars are candidates offering an unknown
number of exoplanets. If our radio signals
were detected early by extraterrestrials on
an exoplanet, we could have received their
answer by now. That has not happened.
Radio signals directed at us will pass by
at the speed of light, not to be available
again. This adds a chance factor to radio
astronomy exploration.
By contrast, the proposed viewing of
atmospheric constituents of Earth-like
exoplanets is a game-changer. Useful
information would be available anytime
and all the time while viewing from a
spacecraft. Chance is not part of that
equation for success. Use of understood
biological markers in atmospheres adds a
new credibility factor to the search for
life forms. The strategy is to use
understood biological data always available
during monitoring as a base, versus
guessed exoplanet communication
technologies encumbered by uncertainty
whether the signals are directed at us and
whether we are technologically capable
to capture and understand the format.
Expanded Search Using Biological Base
Searching for life can be broadened
from intelligent life (the only form available
for detection in the radio astronomy
approach) to search for all permutations
from intelligent down to rudimentary life
forms. Expanding the exploratory scope
using a biological base will greatly increase
the probability of discovery and better
serve a broader scientific community.

With this in mind, we will look at
atmospheric spectra of identified
exoplanets in the visible and infrared
regions using spectroscopy from a
telescope in space. Any positive result
would begin to determine the distribution
of life forms in our galaxy, and open up
new learning curves in many scientific
disciplines.
“Life” and “life forms” are defined
across a base currently limited to our
understanding of intelligent life down to
low level life forms of microbial size. We
are unable to think beyond our Earthcentric knowledge base of carbon life
with water as the life-supporting solvent.
There is a wide range of solvents other
than water which could potentially
support the origin and evolution of
extremophiles and alien forms. It is
conceivable to change search parameters
for distant life, transitioning from working
only with “life-as-we-know-it” to
considering “life-as-we-don’t-know-it.”
This is a creative switch from deductive
to inductive thinking needed to help the
space program.
New opportunities to explore for
extraterrestrial life forms are presenting
themselves following the launch of the
Kepler Spacecraft in 2009. This NASA
spacecraft is discovering Earth-like
exoplanets orbiting stars. Other groundbased techniques are advancing and also
discovering exoplanets. To make near term
progress, discovering life in our galaxy is
best attempted by exploring Earth-like
exoplanets. Life could develop on them
to the degree that it significantly changes
their atmospheres. Biomarkers may be
detected remotely from a spacecraft. The
lack of results from our Moon and Mars
surface exploration programs not finding
any permutations of life forms and our
limited radio astronomy technology have
led us to conclude it is easier to detect
flagrant life on exoplanets than subtle life
in our own solar system. So, how do we
get started?
We will begin by exploring for life-aswe-know-it from exoplanet atmospheric
spectrography because we are capable of
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defining instruments for that purpose. At
the same time, we will save extraneous
biological information in a new database
for additional research. This will allow us
to piece together new knowledge,
potentially leading to detecting
extremophiles and alien-forms or life-aswe-don’t know-it. We need to bridge the
knowledge gap to prepare us to recognize
life-as-we-don’t-know-it. The challenge
of such a combined search will excite a
broad range of science disciplines and lead
to new directions of scientific endeavor.
Exploring identified Earth-like
exoplanets orbiting stars increases our
probability of finding planets teeming with
life. Logic directs us to explore for
intelligent life by attempting to detect its
presence in the atmosphere’s constituents
from tell-tale evidence of their use of
technology. Now that we have identified
exoplanets, we will design instruments
with spectroscopy capabilities enhanced
by clear viewing from outside our
atmosphere to detect atmospheric
constituents. The instruments will
investigate spectra to detect biomarkers
consistent with the presence of intelligent
inhabitants as well as noting chemical
constituents related to evolving and
declining civilizations. For a broader
search, thriving lower levels of life forms
will be investigated using spectrographic
information through our understanding of
life form evolution on Earth.
Exoplanet Explorer Spacecraft
Viewing the meaningful spectrographic
wavelengths of exoplanet atmospheres
requires a clear view from outside the
Earth’s atmosphere. The platform to
implement this is a proposed Exoplanet
Explorer Spacecraft, consisting of a
telescope with a cryogenically cooled
digital focal plane operating in a solar orbit.
The telescope will capture spectrographic
data in the visible and infrared region
which requires cryogenic cooling of the
focal plane. A spacecraft location shielded
as much as possible from the Sun’s heat
load will maximize the lifetime of the
cryogenic supply. There is a unique orbital

location at the L2 Lagrange point where
the Earth’s disc blocks 85% of the Sun.
This point is on a line passing from the
Sun to the Earth, and at 1.5 million km
further away from Earth. Here, the
spacecraft will orbit the Sun in
synchronism with the Earth, which
constantly shields it from the Sun. This
location also allows for layers of superinsulating material acting as a large-area,
light-weight heat shield. This shield faces
the Sun to protect the spacecraft against
Earth and Moon heat radiation, and offers
protection from the portion of the Sun
not shielded by the Earth’s disc.
The L2 location, while thermally
advantageous for extending cryogenic
focal plane cooling, precludes use of solar
cells for spacecraft electrical power since
most of the Sun’s energy is blocked. The
well proven long-life Radioisotope
Thermoelectric Generator (RTG)
therefore will be used for electrical power.
Data transmission up and down links will
be supported by the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory’s Deep Space Network. The
spacecraft’s design complexity and
weight are compatible with current
technology and available launch vehicles,
allowing us to move forward with this
program now.
To aid in quantifying the presence of
life forms the “Lally Life forms Probability
Index” will be applied to the received
spectrographic data. The index compares
atmospheric chemical constituents of
exoplanets to our knowledge-base of
atmospheric chemistry related to planet
evolution and life form needs.
Understanding the chemical evolution of
our planet provides atmospheric models
and detectable biomarkers over its
changing history.
A library of spectrographic templates
corresponding to Earth’s successful
evolutionary epochs is available.
Templates include the early pre-organic
state, with abiotic chemistry that
transitioned over time, to organic
chemistry. Also covered are life form
periods progressing through evolution to
intelligent beings and including industrial
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pollution. These templates will be
compared to received exoplanet
atmospheric profiles and evaluated. A
probability can then be calculated for the
presence of life forms and their level of
development. Atmospheres of Earth-like
exoplanets in habitual zones will be our
prime interest. Their host star ’s
characteristics also are factored into the
index calculation.
A 48 inch telescope will be precisely
pointed at exoplanet/star targets by
reaction wheels on the Exoplanet Explorer
Spacecraft. The telescope will gather
spectra of the exoplanet/star. Spectra are
compared from times when the exoplanet
is in front of the star blocking some light,
to when the exoplanet orbits behind the
star and is eclipsed. An exoplanet with no
atmosphere will block the same amount
of light at all wavelengths. If the exoplanet
has an atmosphere, gasses in its
atmosphere will absorb light. The
exoplanet spectra can be extracted from
the “before” and “after” data and used in
the life forms probability index
calculations. Exoplanet atmospheric
constituents are revealed by characteristic
absorption lines they imprint in the
spectrum of the star when the star’s light
passes through the planet’s atmosphere.
The telescope could be designed to
discover additional exoplanets for
exploration during the mission. Stellar
coronagraphy can be used to suppress the
light from exoplanets’ parent stars to
increase detection. The infrared portion
of the viewed spectrum offers an
optimum star-to-exoplanet flux ratio,
which aids detection compared to other
portions of the spectrum.
Relying on always-available, ondemand and understood biological
information from the spacecraft is
proposed rather than attempting to receive
radio signals that we assume are compliant
with our technology, and not from
civilizations with more experience than our
meager 100 years of communications
development. We have been actively
looking for distant extraterrestrial life
forms for only fifty years. One might
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assume that any alien searcher would have
been developing related technology longer.
Therefore, they would use more advanced
methods beyond our primitive level of
interstellar perception, realizing how
rapidly technology advances. We are a
young world technologically, but can
make a leap in progress with the Exoplanet
Explorer Spacecraft. We should continue
searching using radio astronomy and
improved ground-based techniques,
adding optical spectroscopy from
spacecraft.

A surge in new astrobiology data will
excite both the scientific community and
the public, as well and create new scientific
and economic activities. The Exoplanet
Explorer Spacecraft mission offers firm
direction to our space program. It also
offers new hope for America to return to
leadership in science and space exploration
by setting an elite goal of discovering life
elsewhere in the galaxy. The potentially
short time frame to launch, low technical
risk and a realistic, low mission cost make
this optical approach all the more attractive

as a national goal. Let’s explore for life
forms in our galaxy to give ourselves a
new lease on life.
As a pioneer in the space race, Eugene
F. Lally published initial design
concepts of spacecraft to explore the
Moon, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, comets,
and asteroids at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory. He also proposed manned
Mars missions using nuclear
propulsion and artificial gravity, along
with the first use of a camera in the
digital domain for spacecraft
navigation, guidance, and general
photography.

April 27-29, 2012
School programs and
nationwide contests
throughout the 2011-2012
school year
Finale Expo at the Walter
E. Washington Convention
Center in Washington, D.C.
Example of Planetary Spectrographs (Venus, Earth and Mars) - Exoplanet spectrographs will detect
chemical constituents in planetary atmospheres for evaluation of life forms presence. (Source: The
Extrasolar Planets www.markelowitz.com/exobiology)
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Washington Update
by Marcia S. Smith
Washington is busy these days. From initiating the work of the congressional “supercommittee” that is charged with figuring
out how to cut the deficit by another $1.2-$1.5 trillion to releasing (at last) the new design for NASA’s “monster rocket” to
moving forward with FY2012 appropriations, the Obama Administration and Congress are hard at work on issues that affect
the space program.
Deficit Reduction Supercommittee Gets Down to Work
After the rancorous debate over raising the debt limit and cutting the budget deficit that consumed Washington this summer,
the White House and Congress agreed on a deal in early August. It is very complex with multiple steps and alternate
pathways. The New York Times has a helpful graphic. Although the polemics have died down for the moment, it is likely to be
only a temporary respite.
Formally enacted as the Budget Control Act of 2011 (P.L. 112-25), the deal passed the House and Senate on August 1 and
was signed into law by the President on August 2. It set federal government spending limits for FY2012, but the subsequent
years are a work in progress. The trend for “discretionary” spending – including NASA, NOAA and DOD – definitely is
downward; the only question is how far down will it go.
The deal included an immediate cut of approximately $1 trillion in federal discretionary spending over the next 10 years ($350
million from defense, $650 million from non-defense). But it also requires a further deficit cut of $1.2 - $1.5 trillion over 10
years.
How to accomplish that is the task of a “supercommittee” composed as 12 Members of Congress. Six Republicans and six
Democrats, half from the House and half from the Senate, were appointed by their respective party leaders in August and the
committee began holding hearings in September. Officially called the Joint Select Committee on Deficit Reduction, it is cochaired by Senator Patty Murray (D-WA) and Congressman Jeb Hensarling (R-TX).
Their unenviable task is to find a way to cut the deficit further amidst the same conflicting partisan positions as those that
characterized the summer debate. Republicans insist the deficit be reduced only through spending cuts, while the Democrats
insist that increasing revenues (i.e. taxes) must also be part of the solution. Cuts to mandatory programs like Medicare and
Social Security technically are on the table, but the White House’s position is that only Medicare should be touched and by
reducing payments to providers, not by cutting benefits.
The supercommittee must offer its recommendations by November 23, and Congress must approve those recommendations
by December 23. If that does not happen, an automatic across-the-board cut will be made to all federal discretionary agencies.
Defense would be cut $500 billion on top of the $350 billion reduction in the first tranche, while non-defense agencies would
be cut another $700 billion on top of the $650 billion in the first tranche.
Those across-the-board cuts were included as a “poison pill” to incentivize the supercommittee to reach a consensus instead
of a stalemate. Across-the-board-cuts are a meat-ax approach that no one likes. Instead of looking at individual programs to
determine their merit, all programs are cut by a set amount. Defense Secretary Leon Panetta issued a warning two days after
the deal was signed about the profound negative impact such cuts would have on DOD programs in particular.
Time will tell whether the poison pill approach is a successful strategy.
As for the debt limit increase that started the whole debate, the President did win permission to raise it, but only by $400 billion
initially. The President had wanted a larger increase to ensure that he would not have to come back to Congress for additional
increases during the election season. Congress was not willing to go that far, however. Instead, the deal created a complex
arrangement that allows Congress to retain the façade of exercising its constitutional responsibilities in approving debt limit
increases, but almost ensures that the President will get what he wants. The President still must request additional debt limit
increases. If both the Senate and House vote in favor of a resolution to disapprove the request, the President would veto the
resolution. Congress would not be able to muster the 2/3 vote needed to override the veto and thus the increase would
“approved.” The story is playing out already. The President, as expected, requested an additional $500 million increase in
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September. The Senate voted to not debate a resolution of disapproval (meaning that they “approved” it), but the House later
voted to disapprove it. Since the Senate already had agreed to the increase, many consider the House vote to have been
merely theater.
The President may request either a $1.2 trillion or $1.5 trillion increase in early 2013 under the deal, depending on whether
Congress passes a Balanced Budget Amendment to the Constitution. The New York Times graphic is very helpful in understanding
the complexities of the deal.
NASA Space Launch System (SLS) Design Released
A congressional press conference was arranged quite suddenly on the morning of September 14 to announce the design of
NASA’s new Space Launch System (SLS) as well as the Multi-Purpose Crew Vehicle (MPCV) and associated ground
systems. NASA Administrator Charlie Bolden participated in the press conference, and a media teleconference with other
NASA officials was held two hours later. The media quickly dubbed SLS NASA’s new “monster rocket.”
The surprisingly-timed announcement came after months of tension between Congress – which directed NASA to build the
SLS in the 2010 NASA Authorization Act – and the Obama White House. In early summer, the aerospace trade press
reported that Bolden had selected the design. Rumors were rampant that it would be revealed before the final space shuttle
launch in July. The shuttle launch came and went with no announcement. At a House Science, Space and Technology
Committee hearing in July, Bolden asked for “patience” while NASA and the White House Office of Management and
Budget (OMB) reviewed an independent cost estimate prepared by Booz Allen Hamilton.
The rest of the summer passed and what little was left of congressional patience evaporated. Then, on September 7, the Wall
Street Journal (WSJ) reported that the White House had “sticker shock” over the cost of the system. The next day, Senators
Bill Nelson (D-FL) and Kay Bailey Hutchison (R-TX) blasted the Administration for what they called a “campaign to undermine
America’s manned space program.” Hutchison said at the September 14 press conference that she and Senator Nelson met
with Bolden and OMB Director Jacob Lew the previous day to “hunker down and decide.”
No one is saying so explicitly, but connecting the dots is not very difficult. The WSJ story was the final straw for the two
Senators and raised the issue to high enough levels that the logjam was finally broken. The fact that the Senate appropriations
subcommittee that funds NASA was marking up the FY2012 bill that afternoon likely also contributed to the timing. (Hutchison
is the top Republican on both the Senate committee that authorizes NASA activities and on the appropriations subcommittee,
so is especially influential on NASA issues.)
Many of the congressional overseers of NASA’s budget issued press releases hailing the announcement, but three influential
House Republicans were less kind. The chairmen of the House committee that authorize NASA activities – Rep. Ralph Hall
(R-TX) – and appropriate its money – Frank Wolf (R-VA), along with the chairman of the House authorizing subcommittee
that handles NASA, Steve Palazzo (R-MS), complained stridently of White House “obstructionism” during the preceding
months, which they asserted cost “thousands of American jobs.” Rep. Hall will hold a hearing on September 22 to further
discuss the future of the U.S. human spaceflight program. Although the SLS design is finally public, it seems the debate is not
over yet.
The system is slated to cost $18 billion through FY2017, basically $3 billion per year. Details of the design are available on
NASA’s website. The $18 billion represents $10 billion for SLS, $6 billion for the MPCV (Orion), and $2 billion for ground
support. NASA did not say how much any of this would cost in total. These are only the costs for the next 5 years.
Senate Appropriators Approve Bills Funding DOD, NASA and NOAA
This article is being written on September 18, 2011, two weeks before the beginning of Fiscal Year (FY) 2012. Of the 12
appropriations bills that are needed to fund the government, only six have passed the House and one has passed the Senate.
It is clear that action will not be completed before FY2012 begins. House Republicans, who lambasted House Democrats
during the elections last year for failing in their duty to fund the government in a timely manner, are busily eating their words
and preparing a Continuing Resolution (CR) that will last through November 18.
The majority of space activities are funded in two of the 12 appropriations bills: Defense and Commerce-Justice-Science
(CJS), which includes NASA and NOAA. The House passed the defense bill in June; the Senate Appropriations Committee
completed action on it in September, but it had not gone to the Senate floor for a vote as of the time this is being written. The
CJS bill has not been voted on in either the House or the Senate, although it has been approved at committee level in both
chambers.
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In short, as expected, there are net cuts to space activities for FY2012 overall in each of the three agencies, but they reflect
both increases and decreases to various programs. The following are a few highlights. More details can be found in articles on
my website SpacePolicyOnline.com. It is important to bear in mind that none of these actions is final. There are more steps to
come, and it is difficult to predict the final outcome.

NASA
- NASA’s $18.7 billion request was cut dramatically by the House Appropriations Committee (HAC) – to $16.8 billion. The
Senate Appropriations Committee (SAC) cut it also, but by a lesser amount – to $17.9 billion.
- The James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) was treated very differently by HAC and SAC. HAC voted to terminate this
program because of its significant cost overruns. SAC, however, increased the funds available for JWST from the $374
million requested to $530 million so the telescope can be launched in 2018 (a further three year delay).
- NASA’s Space Technology and Commercial Crew programs suffered the deepest cuts. The request for space technology
was $1.03 billion. HAC cut it to $375 million; SAC cut it to $637 million. The $850 million request for commercial crew was
cut to $350 million by HAC and to $500 million by SAC, and SAC restricted the availability of some of those funds until NASA
made specified progress on SLS.
NOAA
- HAC cut the total NOAA budget request of $5.5 billion to $4.5 billion. SAC cut it to $5 billion.
- The Joint Polar Satellite System (JPSS), NOAA’s part of the restructured National Polar-orbiting Operational Environmental Satellite System (NPOESS), would get almost full funding in both bills. The request was $1.07 billion. HAC provided $901
million; SAC approved $920 million.
DOD
- DOD’s total budget request is $539 billion. The House approved $530 billion. SAC approved $513 billion, holding the
department at its current funding level.
- The Defense Weather Satellite System (DWSS) – DOD’s part of the restructured NPOESS program – was cut in half by
the House, from the request of $445 million to $225 million. SAC, by contrast, voted to terminate DWSS and directed DOD
to start over again with a new competition. It provided $250 million to continue work on sensors, develop requirements and
start a selection process, as well as $150 million to cover termination liability costs for the Northrop Grumman contract.
- SAC “urged” DOD to retain flexibility in its block-buy strategy for Evolved Expendable Launch Vehicles (EELVs) so that
new entrants have an opportunity to compete. DOD is planning to buy eight EELV core vehicles per year for 5 years in order
to stabilize the industrial base. SpaceX, in particular, argues that DOD is effectively shutting them out of launching DOD
satellites for that period of time even though they plan to offer launch vehicles at much less cost.
- The House increased funding for procuring two Wideband Gapfiller communications satellites, approving $804 million, $335
million above the request.
- SAC zeroed funding for the ASSIST communications satellite program. The request was $416 million to lease a new
commercial communications satellite that would be completely devoted to DOD communications instead of DOD leasing
capability on multiple satellites from multiple vendors.
As noted, more information can be found at SpacePolicyOnline.com, which has links to the various bills and committee reports
that detail the changes.
Marcia Smith is President of Space and Technology Policy Group, LLC and the AAS Vice President-Public Policy.

MARK YOUR CALENDAR
50th Robert H. Goddard Memorial Symposium
Greenbelt Marriott - Greenbelt, Maryland - March 28-29, 2012
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CALL FOR PAPERS

DEADLINE FOR ABSTRACTS: January 15, 2012

Call for Papers
1st Annual International Space Station Research and Development Conference
Organized by the American Astronautical Society in conjunction with NASA and the Center for
the Advancement of Science in Space Inc. (CASIS)
Denver Marriott City Center, Denver, Colorado
June 26-28, 2012
The 1st Annual International Space Station (ISS) Research and Development and Conference will be held June 26-28, 2012, at
The Denver Marriott City Center. The conference is organized by the American Astronautical Society (AAS) in conjunction with
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration’s Space Station Program Office and with the support of the Center for the
Advancement of Science in Space Inc. (CASIS). Manuscripts are solicited on topics related to science and technology activities
(past, present, planned, and proposed) on the International Space Station, including but not limited to topics on the International
Space Station’s website (http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/research/experiments_category.html).
Biology and Biotechnology: In microgravity, controls on the directionality and geometry of cell and tissue growth can be
dramatically different to those on Earth. Various experiments have used the culture of cells, tissues and small organisms on orbit
as a tool to increase our understanding of biological processes in microgravity.
Earth and Space Science: The presence of the space station in low-Earth orbit provides a unique vantage point for collecting
Earth and space science data. From an average altitude of about 400 km, details in such features as glaciers, agricultural fields,
cities, and coral reefs taken from the ISS can be layered with other sources of data, such as orbiting satellites, to compile the most
comprehensive information available.
Educational Activities: The space station provides a unique platform for inspiring students to excel in mathematics and science.
Station educational activities have had a positive impact on thousands of students by involving them in station research, and by
using the station to teach them the science and engineering that are behind space exploration.
Human Research: The space station is being used to study the risks to human health that are inherent in space exploration. Focal
research questions address the mechanisms of the risks and develop test countermeasures to reduce these risks. Research on
space station addresses the major risks to human health from residence in a long-duration microgravity environment. Results from
this research are key enablers for future long-duration missions beyond low Earth orbit.
Physical Sciences: The space station provides the only place to study long-term physical effects in the absence of gravity. This
unique microgravity environment allows different physical properties to dominate systems, and these have been harnessed for a
wide variety of physical sciences.
Technology: Studies on the space station can test a variety of technologies, systems, and materials that will be needed for future
long-duration exploration missions.
Presentations will be accepted based on the quality of the abstract, the originality of the work and/or ideas, and the anticipated
interest in the proposed subject. Submissions that are based on experimental results or current data, or report on ongoing
missions, are especially encouraged.
The working language for the conference is English.
A special issue of The Journal of the Astronautical Sciences will be dedicated to the conference, and presenters will be able to
submit a full paper for peer review and consideration for publication.
SPECIAL SESSIONS
Proposals are being considered for suitable special sessions, such as topical panel discussions, invited sessions, workshops, minisymposia, and technology demonstrations. A proposal for a panel discussion should include the session title, a brief description of
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the discussion topic(s), and a list of speakers and their qualifications. For an invited session, workshop, mini-symposium, or
demonstration, a proposal should include the session title, a brief description, and a list of proposed activities and/or invited
speakers and paper titles.
Prospective special session organizers should submit their proposals to the Technical Chairs.
VENUE
Denver Marriott City Center
1701 California Street
Denver, Colorado 80202
http://www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/dendt-denver-marriott-city-center/
- Special room rate $141 per night INFORMATION FOR PRESENTERS
Due to the large number of expected submissions, we encourage presenters to submit abstracts early. The deadline is January
15, 2012. Notification of acceptance will be sent via email by March 15, 2012. Detailed presenter instructions will be sent by email
following acceptance.
Presenters may access the web-based abstract submittal system using the link available via the official website http://
www.astronautical.org. During the online submission process, presenters are expected to provide:
1. a presentation title, as well as the name, affiliation, postal address, telephone number, and email address of the corresponding
presenter and each contributor; and
2. an extended abstract in the Portable Document File (PDF) format of at least 1000 words that includes the title and authors, and
provides a clear and concise statement of the problem to be addressed, the proposed method of solution, the results expected or
obtained, and an explanation of its significance to space station utilization, with pertinent space station references and supporting
tables and figures as necessary. Presenters wanting their presentation included in a conference CD should indicate that they agree
with publishing the presentations.
Technology Transfer Notice - Technology transfer guidelines substantially extend the time required to review abstracts and
manuscripts by private enterprises and government agencies. To preclude late submissions and withdrawals, it is the responsibility
of the author(s) to determine the extent of necessary approvals prior to submitting an abstract.
AAS Technical Chair
Dr. David B. Spencer
Vice President Technical, AAS
Department of Aerospace Engineering
The Pennsylvania State University
229 Hammond Building
University Park, PA 16902
814-865-4537
dbs9@psu.edu

NASA Technical Chair
Dr. Julie Robinson
ISS Program Scientist
NASA Johnson Space Center
2101 NASA Road 1
Houston, TX 77058
281-483-5582
julie.a.robinson@nasa.gov

AAS General Chair
Mr. Walt Faulconer
Vice President Programs, AAS
Strategic Space Solutions, LLC
PO Box 223
Glenelg, MD 21737-0223
410-446-0226
wfaulconer@startegicspacesolutions.com

NASA General Chair
Ms. Donna Shortz
ISS Program Office
NASA Headquarters
300 E Street, SW
Washington, DC 20546-0001
202-358-1406
donna.a.shortz@nasa.gov
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TECHNICAL CONFERENCE

35th Annual AAS Guidance & Control Conference
Breckenridge, Colorado
February 3-8, 2012
Sponsored by the American Astronautical Society
Please visit http://aas-rocky-mountain-section.org for additional information about the conference.

CONFERENCE AGENDA
4:00 pm daily
Room check-in at the Beaver Run Resort front desk
6:30-10:00 am daily Conference registration
4:00-6:00 pm daily Conference registration

Friday , February 3
5:00-8:00 pmEarly registration
6:00-9:00 pm
Optional Wine and Cheese Event

Saturday , February 4 – Wednesday , February 8
Poster Session (held in Break Room during breakfast)
Organizer
Kyle Miller, Ball Aerospace & Technologies Corp., kbmiller@ball.com, 303-939-5505

Saturday , Februar y 4
7:00-10:00 am
Session I – “Space Debris Tracking, Characterization & Mitigation”
Theme: A safe space environment without substantial debris threats is crucial for scientific, defense, and commercial needs. Debris mitigation is a topic of global
concern and has international attention. An improved understanding of what debris is up there, where it is, and how it is moving is important to characterize what
actions we must take. Methods to help prevent satellite collisions and breakups are continuously being refined and employed in operations, and innovative ways
to actively remove debris are gaining more traction. This session covers these topics to ensure that space debris will not obstruct our future in space.
Organizers
Alex May, Lockheed Martin Space Systems, alexander.j.may@lmco.com, 303-977-6620
Cheryl Walker, TASC, cheryl.walker@tasc.com, 719-393-8487
National Chairpersons
Moriba Jah, AFRL, moriba.jah@kirtland.af.mil, 505-853-2629
Scott Daw, TASC, scott.daw@tasc.com, 719-393-8387
5:00-8:00 pm
Session II – “Technical Exhibits”
Theme: The Technical Exhibits Session is a unique opportunity to observe displays and demonstrations of state-of-the-art hardware, design and analysis tools,
and services applicable to advancement of guidance, navigation, and control technology. The latest commercial tools for GN&C simulations, analysis, and
graphical displays are demonstrated in a hands-on, interactive environment, including lessons learned and undocumented features. Associated papers not
presented in other sessions are also provided and can be discussed with the author. Come enjoy an excellent complimentary buffet and interact with the technical
representatives and authors. This session takes place in a social setting and family members are welcome!
Organizers
Kristen Francis, Lockheed Martin Space Systems, kristen.francis@lmco.com, 303-971-7450
Zach Wilson, Lockheed Martin Space Systems, zachary.s.wilson@lmco.com, 303-971-4799

Sunday , Februar y 5
7:00-10:00 am
Session III – “Space Weather Tutorial”
Theme: Understanding near-Earth space and atmospheric effects are critical to satellite design and effective on-orbit operation of spacecraft and payload
systems (including RF and scientific payloads). Atmospheric density impacts orbital determination (OD) in the low earth orbit (LEO) regime. Ionospheric and
proto-ionospheric physics result in RF signal delays and scintillation. The spacecraft in-situ environment will drive on-orbit impacts that include electrostatic
discharge events, single event upsets, and other effects resulting from trapped radiation and other solar particle events. This session will include a tutorial of the
current state of space and upper-atmospheric physics along with an overview of current measuring systems and available data sources.
Organizers
Shawn McQuerry, Lockheed Martin Space Systems, shawn.c.mcquerry@lmco.com, 303-971-5264
Lee Barker, Lockheed Martin Space Systems, lee.a.barker@lmco.com; 408-742-4679
National Chairpersons
Tim Walsh, NOAA/GOES-R, timothy.j.walsh@nasa.gov, 301-286-1739
Bob Rutledge, NOAA/Space Weather Prediction Center, robert.rutledge@noaa.gov, 303-497-3029
2:00-4:00 pmSession IV – “Space Weather Tutorial (continued)”
Organizers
Shawn McQuerry, Lockheed Martin Space Systems, shawn.c.mcquerry@lmco.com, 303-971-5264
Lee Barker, Lockheed Martin Space Systems, lee.a.barker@lmco.com; 408-742-4679
National Chairpersons
Doug Biesecker, NOAA, doug.biesecker@noaa.gov, 303-497-4474
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Monday , Februar y 6
7:00-10:00 am
Session V – “Advances in GN&C”
Theme: Many programs depend on heritage, but the future is advanced by those willing to design and implement new and novel architectures, technologies, and
algorithms to solve the GN&C problems. This session is open to papers with topics ranging from theoretical formulations to innovative systems and intelligent
sensors that will advance the state of the art, reduce the cost of applications, and speed the convergence to hardware, numerical, or design trade solutions.
Organizers
Dave Chart, Lockheed Martin Space Systems, david.a.chart@lmco.com, 303-977-6875
Ian Gravseth, Ball Aerospace & Technologies Corp., igravseth@ball.com, 303-939-5421
National Chairpersons
Brent Robertson, NASA/GSFC, brent.p.robertson@nasa.gov, 301-286-9639
Tim Crain, NASA/JSC, tim.crain-1@nasa.gov, 281-244-5077
4:00-6:00 pm
Session VI – “GN&C - The Future”
Theme: Advances in technology and engineering capabilities have continued to facilitate increasingly-sophisticated space-based platforms for a variety of
purposes. However, it is clear that new GN&C concepts, architectures, systems, algorithms, and components will be required to meet the emerging needs of the
more demanding, complex, and highly dynamic missions currently envisioned for Earth observation, space science, human exploration beyond low Earth orbit,
and national defense. Some of the GN&C functions driven by advanced mission concepts and payload requirements include autonomy, adaptability, high stability,
rapid slew and settle times, high-accuracy pointing, and precise vehicle position/attitude knowledge. This session considers foreseeable system requirements and
their flow to future GN&C requirements.
Organizers
Michael Drews, Lockheed Martin Space Systems, michael.e.drews@lmco.com, 303-971-3622
Bill Frazier, Ball Aerospace & Technologies Corp., wfrazier@ball.com, 303-939-4986
National Chairpersons
Neil Dennehy, NASA/GSFC, cornelius.j.dennehy@nasa.gov, 301-286-5696
David Richie, Air Force Academy, david.richie@usafa.edu, 719-333-6734
6:00-7:00 pm
7:00-9:00 pm
8:00-9:00 pm

Social Hour
Dinner
Dinner Speaker

Tuesday February 7
7:00-10:00 am
Session VII – “Current & Future Advanced European Programs”
Theme: This session, which has been a recurring topic at the conference during the last 20 years, provides a forum for candid sharing of insights gained through
innovations in the international G&C community. Past conferences have shown this session to be most interesting and informative.
Organizers
Jim Chapel, Lockheed Martin Space Systems, jim.d.chapel@lmco.com, 303-977-9462
James McQuerry, Ball Aerospace & Technologies Corp., jmcquerry@ball.com, 303-939-6102
National Chairpersons
Stephen Airey, ESA TEC-ECC, stephen.airey@esa.it, +31 (0) 71 565 5295
Jacques Busseuil, Thales Alenia Space, jacques.busseuil@thalesaleniaspace.com, +33 (0) 4 92 92 30 06
4:00-7:00pm
Session VIII – “INR from UAV’s”
Theme: This session will focus on hardware and software systems for the Image Navigation and Registration (INR) from Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV’s).
Talks will cover UAV systems that can be used for INR of sensors installed on the UAV platform and will also report on instruments with an autonomous INR
capacity. Applications will include both defense and civilian applications and will apply both to the remote collection of image data and to image guidance
systems for the UAV.
Organizers
Bill Emery, University of Colorado, william.emery@colorado.edu, 303-492-8591
Scott Francis, Lockheed Martin Space Systems, scott.francis@lmco.com, 303-977-8253
National Chairpersons
Gary Bullock, Naval Surface Warfare Center, gary.bullock@navy.mil, 812-854-6744
Matt Fladeland, NASA/Ames, matthew.fladeland.nasa.gov, 650-604-3325

Wednesday February 8
7:00-10:00 am
Session IX – “Recent Experiences”
Theme: Lessons learned through experience prove most valuable when shared with others in the GN&C community. This session, which is a traditional part
of the conference, provides a forum for candid sharing of insights gained through successes and failures. Past conferences have shown this session to be most
interesting and informative.
Organizers
Brian Clapp, Lockheed Martin Space Systems, brian.clapp@lmco.com, 303-971-4994
Larry Germann, Left Hand Design, lgermann@lefthand.com, 303-652-2786
National Chairpersons
Kyle Henderson, AFRL, benjamin.henderson@kirtland.af.mil, 505-853-6712
MiMi Aung, NASA/JPL, mimi.aung@jpl.nasa.gov, 818-354-6987
Fred Leve, AFRL, fred.leve@kirtland.af.mil, 505-853-7476

Special Note: Because we are emphasizing a ‘paperless’ method for collecting and distributing papers, it will be valuable if you can bring a laptop
computer to the meeting. We will provide wireless in the conference area for distribution of papers. If you cannot bring a laptop, we will provide you with
an electronic version of the papers on premises either by CD or copies placed on your personal ‘thumb drive’.
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NATIONAL CONFERENCE

AAS National Conference
Celebrating Achievements - Celebrating the Future
Gilruth Center at NASA Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas
November 15-16, 2011

Program
Tuesday, November 15
7:00
8:30

Registration Opens / Continental Breakfast - sponsored by Honeywell
Welcome and Announcements
Frank Slazer, Aerospace Industries Association, AAS President
8:40 Introduction of Keynote Speaker
Michael Coats, Director, NASA JSC and Conference Honorary Chair
8:45 Keynote
Brewster Shaw, former Vice President and General Manager, Space Exploration,
Defense, Space & Security, The Boeing Company
9:30 Break / Shuttle Video - sponsored by Honeywell
9:45 Panel: Shuttle Program – Thirty Years of Accomplishments
Moderator: John Shannon, Manager, Space Shuttle Program Office, NASA JSC
Panelists:
- Overview: Wayne Hale, author: “Wings in Orbit”
- ISS assembly: Kirk Shireman, Deputy Program Manager, ISS, NASA JSC
- ESA’s Spacelab - Mission Highlights: Jean Haensly, NASA JSC
- Shuttle Remote Manipulator System (SRMS): Bill Reeves, former flight director and first controller on the arm
- Hubble: J. Milt Heflin, Associate Director (Technical), Office of the Director, NASA JSC
11:45 Lunch - sponsored by SpaceX
1:00 ISS Utilization Update
Moderator: Julie Robinson, ISS Program Scientist, NASA JSC (or rep)
1:30 Then and Now – COTS / CRS Update
Moderator: Kathy Nado, NASA Headquarters
Panelists:
- Alan Lindenmoyer, Manager, Commercial Crew and Cargo Program Office, NASA JSC
- Frank Culbertson, Senior Vice President & Deputy General Manager, Advanced Programs Group,
Orbital Sciences Corporation
- Ken Bowersox, Vice President of Astronaut Safety and Mission Assurance, SpaceX
- Pamela Melroy, Senior Technical Advisor to the Associate Administrator,
Office of Commercial Space Transportation, FAA
3:00 Break - sponsored by Honeywell
3:15 Panel: Robotic Exploration of the Solar System
Moderator: Daniel McCleese, Chief Scientist, JPL
Panelists:
- Jim Green, Director, Planetary Science Division, Science Mission Directorate, NASA Headquarters
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4:45
5:00
5:30

- John Grotzinger, Fletcher Jones Professor of Geology, Caltech
- Don Yeomans, Senior Research Scientist, JPL
- TBD
Closing Remarks
Adjourn
Networking Reception – Hilton Houston NASA Clear Lake
- sponsored by The Boeing Company

Wednesday, November 16
7:00
8:30

Registration Opens / Continental Breakfast - sponsored by SAIC
JSC Update
Michael Coats, Director, NASA JSC and Conference Honorary Chair
9:00 Cross-cutting Technology Challenges That Must Be Faced
Moderator: Joe Parrish, NASA Deputy Chief Technologist
Panelists:
- John Saiz, Chief Technologist, NASA JSC
- Walt Faulconer, President, Strategic Space Solutions, LLC
- George Nelson, Manager, ISS Technology Demonstration Office, NASA JSC
10:30 Break - sponsored by SAIC
10:45 Risks for Long Duration Human Spaceflight after Four Decades of Experience and Research
Moderator: Jeff Davis, Director of Life Sciences, NASA JSC
Panelists:
- Aeromedical – JD Polk
- Behavioral – Kathryn Keeton
- Radiation – Eddie Semones
- Biomedical Research – Clarence Sams
- Host / Microbe Interactions – Duane Pierson
- Air/Water Quality – Torin McCoy
- Food Provision – Michele Perchonok
12:30 Lunch - sponsored by Lockheed Martin
1:30 Guest Speaker
2:00 Deep Space Human Exploration
Moderator: Pat McKenzie, Director Business Development and Exploration, Ball Aerospace & Technologies Corp.
Panelists:
- Orion MPCV – Larry Price, Orion MPCV Deputy Program Manager, Lockheed Martin
- Nautilus-X (MMSEV)
- Deep Space Habitat
3:30 Break - sponsored by SAIC
3:45 Panel on JSC forging new partnerships after the Shuttle era and on how information will be shared with
new commercial space companies
Moderator: Lauri Hansen, Chief of Staff and Acting Director, Strategic Opportunities & Partnership Development
Office, NASA JSC
Panelists:
- TBD – see www.astronautical.org
6:30 Pre-dinner Wine Reception – Hilton Houston NASA Clear Lake
7:30 Honors and Awards Banquet – Hilton Houston NASA Clear Lake
Guest Speaker: Michael Griffin
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WERNHER VON BRAUN MEMORIAL SYMPOSIUM

4th Wernher von Braun Memorial
Symposium
Launching the Future in Space Exploration
October 24-26, 2011
Chan Auditorium, Business Administration Building
The University of Alabama in Huntsville
Media Sponsor - Space News
Education Sponsor - Pratt & Whitney Rocketdyne
Co-sponsored by
The Boeing Company
JHU/Applied Physics Laboratory
Lockheed Martin
Northrop Grumman
Teledyne Brown Engineering
UAHuntsville

RENEW YOUR AAS MEMBERSHIP
ONLINE AT
www.astronautical.org

Charitable Giving and the AAS
A popular way of donating to an organization is through a gift by means of a will (i.e., to make a bequest). You
may decide to consider either a general bequest to the AAS or a bequest targeted to an existing or new AAS
scholarship or an award fund. These bequests are deductible against estate and inheritance taxes.
There are also tax advantages when making charitable donations to the AAS while you are living. Such gifts
could contribute to the memory of someone who has passed away or be made in the honor of a person who is still
alive. In addition, special occasions offer opportunities for gifts to be directed to the Society.
As a final note, although the AAS is able to provide suggestions for charitable giving, your financial or legal
advisor should be consulted about such actions.
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UPCOMING EVENTS

AAS Events Schedule

AAS Corporate Members

October 24-26, 2011
4th Wernher von Braun Memorial Symposium
“Launching the Future in Space Exploration”
The University of Alabama in Huntsville
Huntsville, Alabama
www.astronautical.org

Aerojet
The Aerospace Corporation
Air Force Institute of Technology
a.i. solutions, inc.
Analytical Graphics, Inc.
Applied Defense Solutions, Inc.
Arianespace
Auburn University
Ball Aerospace & Technologies Corp.
The Boeing Company
CSC
Edge Space Systems, Inc.
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University
Euroconsult USA, Inc.
Honeywell Technology Solutions, Inc.
International Space University
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
JHU / Applied Physics Laboratory
KinetX, Inc.
Lockheed Martin Corporation
National Institute of Aerospace
Noblis
Northrop Grumman
Orbital Sciences Corporation
Paragon Space Development Corporation
The Pennsylvania State University
Phillips & Company
Research Support Instruments
RWI International Consulting Services
SAIC
Space and Technology Policy Group, LLC
Space Dynamics Lab / Utah State University
SpaceX
The Tauri Group
Technica, Inc.
Texas A&M University
United Launch Alliance
Univelt, Inc.
Universal Space Network
Universities Space Research Association
University of Alabama in Huntsville
University of Florida
University of Texas at Austin
Virginia Commercial Space Flight Authority/
Mid-Atlantic Regional Spaceport
Women in Aerospace

November 15-16, 2011
AAS National Conference
“Celebrating Achievements - Celebrating the Future”
Gilruth Center at NASA Johnson Space Center
Houston, Texas
www.astronautical.org
January 29-February 2, 2012
*AAS/AIAA Space Flight Mechanics Winter Meeting
Francis Marion Hotel
Charleston, South Carolina
www.space-flight.org
February 3-8, 2012
AAS Guidance and Control Conference
Beaver Run Resort
Breckenridge, Colorado
www.aas-rocky-mountain-section.org
March 28-29, 2012
50th Robert H. Goddard Memorial Symposium
Greenbelt Marriott
Greenbelt, Maryland
www.astronautical.org
April 28-29, 2012
USA Science & Engineering Expo
Washington, DC
www.usasciencefestival.org
May 15-18, 2012
13th International Space Conference of Pacific-basin
Societies (ISCOPS)
Kyoto International Community House
Kyoto, Japan
www.astronautical.org
ABSTRACT DEADLINE: December 8, 2011
June 8-10, 2012
Student CanSat Competition
Cross Plains, Texas
www.cansatcompetition.com
June 26-28, 2012
1st Annual International Space Station (ISS) Research
and Development Conference
Denver Marriott City Center
Denver, Colorado
ABSTRACT DEADLINE: January 15, 2012

*AAS Co-sponsored Meetings
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Regular .................................. $100
Affiliate .............................. $100
Senior .................................. $115
Fellow (renewal only) ..... $115
Retired .................................. $50
Teacher (K-12) .................... $45
Student (full-time) ............. $45
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Membership Benefits Include:Subscriptions to the quarterly The Journal of the
Astronautical Sciences and the bi-monthly SPACE TIMES magazine, as well as
reduced rates at all AAS conferences. Visit the AAS website for additional information about benefits.
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CORPORATE MEMBER PROFILE
Euroconsult
The leading global consulting and analyst firm
specializing in the satellite sector
Euroconsult is the leading international consulting and analyst firm specializing in space, satellite
applications, and Earth observation. Euroconsult provides strategic consulting and analysis, develops
comprehensive research reports and forecasts, and organizes events. Euroconsult has over 560
clients in 50 countries, including leaders throughout the satellite value chain: satellite operators and
service providers; satellite manufacturers and launch service providers; equipment providers and
integrators; space institutions; media and broadcasting companies; and banks and investors.
Unrivalled insight, unsurpassed experience
With over 25 years of experience and more than 350 satellite-realted consulting assignments,
Euroconsult is a worldwide reference. Euroconsult’s consulting methodologies include both qualitative
assessment and quantitative analysis with long-term (10 year) forecast design. Our methodologies
have been tried and tested in sensitive investment projects for more than twenty years and are
continuously improving. These methodologies rely on data research capabilities, strong analytical
skills, exclusive proprietary databases, and regular contact with industry decision-makers.
Unparalleled expertise, unmatched analysis
Euroconsult research reports focus on key strategic issues in a global or regional market, and
provide critical information to industry leaders, business analysts, government agencies, and banks
and investors in their business and program planning and investment decisions. Euroconsult reports
are frequently cited in annual reports and financial filings. Euroconsult reports fall into three areas:
Satellite Communications, Space, and Earth observation.
Uncensored discussion, unequaled intelligence
Drawing on our knowledge and extensive network, Euroconsult organized summits to provide a forum
for our clients from around the world to gather in one location. Our flagship event, the World Satellite
Business Week, is now in its 15th year and is considered the can’t-miss event of the industry. The
event takes place over five days in Paris and brings together more than 600 satellite industry leaders.
Euroconsult is based in Paris with offices in Montreal and Washington, D.C.
For more information, visit www.euroconsult-ec.com.
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NOTES ON NEW BOOKS

Haynes NASA Space Shuttle: 1981 onwards
(all models): Owners’ Workshop Manual: An
insight into the design, construction, and
operation of the NASA Space Shuttle
Reviewed by James M. Busby
Haynes NASA Space Shuttle: 1981
onwards (all models): Owners’ Workshop
Manual: An insight into the design,
construction, and operation of the NASA
Space Shuttle by Dr. David Baker. Zenith
Press, 2011. 160 pages. ISBN 978-07603-4076-9 (hardcover, $28.00).
In 1984 I had a problem with an old
Chevy truck I owned. I went to an
automobile self-repair store and picked up
a Haynes owners workshop manual, and
fixed the problem myself. Imagine my
surprise upon seeing the latest volume in
this series: NASA Space Shuttle 1981
onwards (all models), Owners Workshop
Manual by Dr. David Baker (Zenith Press
2011). Can I really fix my Space Shuttle
as easily as my old Chevy?
I should not have been so surprised.
Lately, Haynes has given their blessing
(and their name) to manuals about such
vehicles as the Saturn V/Apollo 11 and the
Starships “Enterprise” (all models). Each
volume is written by knowledgeable
experts on the subject, and is colorfully
illustrated. This volume’s author, Dr.
David Baker, is well known in the field of
spaceflight technology. He has written
some eighty books including such notable
volumes as “Manned Spaceflight” and
“The Rocket.”
How does this book stack up? Is it
worth your dollars? Upon my initial read,
STS-134/Endeavour was on the launch
pad having problems with its Auxiliary
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Power Units (APUs). I put this book up
against the commercially available Space
Shuttle operators’ manuals and
handbooks. Could I even find the problem
area?
Unlike most available books outside of
government-issued training manuals and
press books, I did find the area where the
short was located and where the repairs
were being done (on pages 83, 84 and
156).
More importantly, this book contained
one of the best condensed histories of the
shuttle program I have seen, going back
to WW II and the Bell X-1. Baker supplies
the reader with descriptions and old
artwork covering what the Shuttle was

supposed to do in 1970, and photos and
documentation of what it had
accomplished by 2010. Many sections get
right down to the (frangible) nuts and
(explosive) bolts of the matters.
I was disappointed that I didn’t find
more about the differences between each
orbiter, from Columbia to Endeavour, a
type of coverage famous in Haynes
automotive books. I also located a couple
of mis-identified construction photos and
a couple of spelling errors. I felt the book
lacked information about the launch and
entry suits and emergency procedures.
These should be included in a book such
as this.
That being said, if I wanted to explain
the history of the Space Shuttle or take
apart the insides of an Orbiter in a single,
easily understandable book, this is it. It
will be a best-seller at the Science Centers
and Museums which are now sadly the
only places we shall see the surviving
shuttle Orbiters.

James M. Busby was a member of the
Rockwell Int. Speakers Bureau from
1979-1999 who took thousands of
people through the first space shuttle
orbiter. It was a full-scale mockup built
in Downey, California, where it
remains today at the Columbia
Memorial Space Center.
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NOTES ON NEW BOOKS

Space Flight: History,
Technology, and Operations
Reviewed by Stephen B. Johnson
Space Flight: History, Technology, and
Operations by Lance K. Erickson.
Government Institutes, 2010. 657 pages.
ISBN: 978-0-86587-419-0 cloth, 978-1-60590685-0 paper, 978-1-60590-684-3 electronic.
Dr. Lance Erickson, a professor in the
Department of Applied Aviation Science at
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University, has
written an interesting book. As its title states,
the book combines history, technology, and
operations. Erickson’s purpose in writing the
book, as he states in the preface, “was to
provide a general review using a historical
format to weave together the spacecraft, the
exploration programs, and science gleaned
from these programs.” The book has the look
and feel of a textbook developed over many
years for an “Introduction to Space Flight”
course, which he teaches at ERAU. Though
similar, it is more comprehensive than a
couple of other similar textbooks developed
for introductory space flight or space
studies courses at other academic
institutions.
While the first chapter focuses on “The
Early History of Spaceflight,” the second
chapter on “Rockets and Propulsion” is more
indicative of the structure and purpose of
the book. It devotes significant space to
explaining the technical concepts of rocketry,
with numerical tables and simple mathematics
included. The chapter then describes early
rocket programs, explaining the technical
advances made by each, which are now
understandable to general readers because
of the explanations in previous pages.
This format is generally followed for the
rest of the book, with information on scientific
and operational advances of various
programs. Chapters alternate between
technical topics such as orbital mechanics,
current knowledge of solar system bodies,
and typical spacecraft subsystems, to

chapters on individual American human
spaceflight projects (Mercury, Gemini,
Apollo, the Space Shuttle have individual
chapters) and other chapters on space
stations (including Soviet stations), and U.S.
military/intelligence space programs. The
final chapter covers Soviet/Russian
spaceflight history.
Erickson’s grasp of technical and
historical details is impressive. At first glance
these are ably addressed, with no obvious
major factual issues that this reviewer could
spot upon skimming. To his credit, Erickson
uses many of the fine works of the NASA
History Series. He has recognized and used
Asif Siddiqi’s authoritative Challenge to
Apollo to ensure accuracy with his Soviet/
Russian story. The flaws of the book are
related to what is missing, as opposed to
what is present, in the book.
Erickson’s sources are eclectic and miss
many important works, some of which would
have significantly enhanced his narrative and
technical descriptions. Important missing
sources include: Neufeld’s work on Von
Braun and the V-2; Mindell’s research on
guidance systems for Apollo; the many
recent works on Chinese, Japanese, Indian,
and European programs by David Harland
and John Krige; Spires’ overview of the U.S.
Air Force’s space programs; Catchpole’s
books on the International Space Station;
Gruntman’s and Williamson’s books on the
history of space technologies; Hunley’s
recent research on U.S. rockets and rocket
engines; Ulivi’s recent books on planetary
programs; and Heppenheimer’s Volume II on
Space Shuttle development.
Also missing are major works on the
politics of the space race, social and cultural
issues, and commercial developments. It
could be that Erickson did not feel that space
programs beyond the United States and
Russia were technologically important, and
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that the politics and societal issues were not
in scope for this book. However, even for
the technical story, his oversight of
significant recent work with significant
technical themes deprives the work of much
interesting and important information that is
currently in print.
Overall, the book is a credible product
and is worthwhile for readers interested in
an assessment and description of the
technical advances made in the human space
program, and to a lesser degree of U.S.
military and Russian programs. It has
excellent overviews of basic spaceflight
technical subjects. However, do not look
here for nuanced contextual history. Most
importantly, be aware that the book has
missed much of the recent nuanced historical
research with its corresponding technical
content.

Stephen B. Johnson is a system health
management engineer for NASA Marshall
Space Flight Center and associate research
professor at the University of Colorado at
Colorado Springs. He is the general editor
for Space Exploration and Humanity: A
Historical Encyclopedia, The Secret of
Apollo, The United States Air Force, and
the Culture of Innovation, and other many
articles on space flight history.
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